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***

A NEW STEP…

We are glad to launch the first ever online version of the college magazine for MAR for the
year 2020-2021. In this era where literary works are produced, processed, published and
documented through the digital and cyber media, the college e-magazine is an endeavour to
keep pace with the changing nature of readership and accessibility. We hope that the emagazine will reach out to a larger circle of readers both within and beyond the college.
The journey of the magazine from its concept to materialization, from the realm of
imagination to its actualization in the cyber medium, would not have been possible without
the collective Initiative taken by the faculty and students in terms of creativity, techno-savvy
skills, diligence and patience.
We would like to thank the Principal of the college, Prof. Dr. S. Basack (Principal, ECE) for
believing in this innovative venture and for her solid support and active engagement with the
project.
As every literary journey begins with a tiny spark of idea, we also thank Dr. Krishna Hazra
HOD of Mechanical Engineering who first proposed the concept of a widely accessible emagazine. We sincerely appreciate the dedication of our students and MAR committee team
members (Convenor Mr. Sourav Das, Mrs. Alpana Saha Chowdhury, Mrs. Dipasri Saha, Mr.
Souradeep Sarkar, Mr Pallab Sarkar) who ensured the smooth completion of this voyage by
putting their heart and soul in the visual designing of this magazine also thanks to Prof. Dr. S.
Basack (Principal, ECE), Prof. Dr. B.G Gupta and Dr. K. Hazra chaired the position of judge
for the competition.
Magazine Committee
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Dr. Krishna Hazra (Chairman of MAR)
Sourav Das (Convenor of MAR)
Mrs. Alpana Saha Chowdhury
Mrs. Dipasri Saha
Mr. Souradeep Sarkar
Mr Pallab Sarkar
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Message from the Director (Academic and HR), ECE

Education is a tool to enlighten students, empower individuals and thereby evolve our society
in a positive, progressive direction. As socially aware and alert citizens, we all must be
committed to educate in order to encourage, to inspire, guide; and above all, to teach and
learn to respect humanity regardless of religion, caste, gender and class. Universities and
colleges are places of understanding and analysing the world around us.
Only then can we hope to change this world! The college magazine is a space for students to
express their ideas, opinions, imagination, concerns, questions, creativity, doubts, thoughts,
feelings, views, visions, dreams and goals. Congratulations to the Principal and the Editorial
team for providing this space.
I extend my full support to all endeavours aimed for the advancement of the student
community.
All the best!

DR.BAZLUL HAQUE
Director (A and HR), E.C.E
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Message from the Director (Operation), ECE

Nurturing creativity and inspiring innovation are two of the key elements of a successful
education, and a college magazine is the perfect amalgamation of both. It harnesses the
creative energies of the academic community, and distils the essence of their inspired
imagination in the most brilliant way possible. Hence, I am delighted to know that annual
college e-magazine for 2020-21 is ready for publication.
I take this opportunity to congratulate the editorial board for bringing out this magazine as
per schedule, which in itself is an achievement considering the effort and time required. May
all our students soar high in uncharted skies and bring glory to the world and their profession
with the wings of education!

SAJAL GHOSH
Director (Operation), E.C.E
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Message from the Principal, ECE

The essence of knowledge lies in a spirit of creative thinking, expression and
experimentation. And in this regard the college magazine by MAR has played a vital role as a
platform for the students to think, reflect, create and innovate in a multitude of languages and
literary genres. The magazine is indeed a precious document that preserves the words and
vision of our talented students as budding poets, writers and thinkers.
It is a significant milestone in their creative journeys and inspires them to aspire higher. In
today’s world where we are constantly surrounded by events of social unrest and multiple
forms of oppression, it is of the utmost importance that students explore issues that extend
beyond their curriculum and classroom. Literature is one of the most powerful media through
which they can engage with the world meaningfully and creatively.
It is a holistic art generated by introspection and retrospection, by self-questioning and a
desire to seek answers, by imagination and a deeper understanding of realities.
I congratulate the entire MAR Committee of the magazine and appreciate their dedication.

Prof. Dr. S. Basack
Principal, ECE
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- ONLINE DEBATE COMPETITION –
TOPIC
“ONLINE TEACHING
VERSUS
CONVENTIONAL CLASSROOM TEACHING”

“Online Teaching versus Conventional Classroom Teaching”
Date: 20th July, 2020.
Mode: Online.
For Lin: Click here
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EZbHSlDIDsdkEw0ar4uESD54ze6mTkiH/view?
ts=5f226dbf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vpdgzApDOfu0aw8_O1QAe4sh31YGoXo/view?ts=5f226dae
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GF25XWTmT1SG7EZSXOKGHQbVaOFfH_N
N/view?ts=5f226d85

Brief Description of the event:
Online debate competition would be held on 20th July 2020 as a part of the MAR activities of
the students. The topic of the debate was decided to be “Online Teaching versus
Conventional Classroom Teaching”. The interested students were to submit their names by
7th July 2020 and 96 students enrolled for the debate. All the 96 students were divided in four
groups of 24 in each group and three finalists from each group, thus a total of twelve finalists
were to be selected.
The Preliminary competition of the students was held online on 20 th July 2020 from 12:00
PM onwards. Each participant was allotted 10 minutes to speak. The Judges for this
preliminary round were Prof. Dr. K Hazra, Prof. Sourav Das, Prof. Sourdeep Das, Prof.
Pallab Sarkar, Prof. Tathagata Roy Chowdhury, Prof. Dipasri Saha and Mrs. Alpana Saha
Chowdhury. Most of the students spoke so well that it really made the competition very
interesting and the judges faced the real challenge to choose the twelve finalists. However,
considering all the aspects, the finalists were chosen and the names are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ms. Hitaisona Bhattacharjee(CSE)
Mr. Ranadeep Dutta (EE)
Mr. Durlav Saha (CE)
Mr. Rabijit Dey (EE)
Mr. Jyotirmoy Bhattacharyya (CSE)
Mr. Bikas Kumar (CSE)
Ms. Nikita Mukherjee (CSE)
Ms. Ayndrila Paul (CSE)
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9. Mr. Tanmay Mishra (EE)
10. Mr. Sayantan Bose (EE)
11. Mr. Gourab Ganguly (ME)
12. Mr. Saikat Mukherjee (CE)
On the next day, that is, on 21st July 2020 the Final Round of this competition started from
12:00 PM and continued up to about 03:00 PM. All the twelve finalists were present online.
The Judges for the Final were Prof. Dr. S Basack, Principal ECE, Mr. P. K. Nag,
Administrative Officer,
Winners:
1. Rabijit Dey, 3rd Year Electrical Engineering
2. Jyotirmoy Bhattacharya, 3rd Year Computer Science Engineering
Runner-ups:
1. Ayndrila Paul, 2nd Year Computer Science Engineering
2. Gourab Ganguly, 4th Year Mechanical Engineering
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Some Photographs of the event:
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Certificates of Online Debate Competition:
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Online Writing Competition

Topic

“Recent Developments in Science and Technology”

“Recent Development in Science and Technology”
Date: 22nd July, 2020.
Mode: Online.
Brief Description of the Event:

The Students submitted their Write-up note more than FOUR A4 size pages with
format: 12 point times new roman single spacing with 1” overall margins. Figures,
photograph, tables also included.

All write-up documents submitted to elitte.mar@gmail.com. The mail id provided
specially by MAR.

Mr. Sourav Das, Convenor of MAR committee told about the necessity of writing
competition for the students and its impact included in MAR.


Sourav Das. Convenor, coordinate the Writing competition. .



Dr. Krishna Hazra HOD of ME synchronized the competition.


Prof. Dr. S. Basack (Principal, ECE), Prof. Dr. B.G Gupta and Dr. K. Hazra chaired
the position of judge for the competition.

The most suitable candidate will be short listed with the help judge for the
competition.

The program was glorified with joyful participation of total 27 numbers of students.
Splendid performance demonstrated by the students, who are waiting for this program.

The topic of the Writing competition was decided by Dr. Krishna Hazra (Chairman of
MAR) and Dr. Sudip Basack (Principal, ECE). A specific email id was given for the
collection of all write-up documents by the students.

Winners:
Puja Chakraborty, 3rd Year Civil Engineering
Runner-ups:
Prasun Datta, 3rd Year, Civil Engineering
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Some Photographs of the Event:
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Certificates of Online Writing Competition:
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Online Video Film Making

“Academic and Non Academic Activities in Home”.

On line Video Film Making “Academic and Non Academic Activities in Home”.
Date: 23rd July, 2020.
Mode: Online.
Brief Description of the Event:

The Students submitted their video film based on the topic Academic and nonAcademic activities in Home

Mr. Pallab Sarkar, Member of the of MAR committee told about the necessity of this
video film making competition for the students and its impact included in MAR.

Mr. Pallab Sarkar, Member of the MAR committee is the coordinate the video film
making competition


Dr. Krishna Hazra HOD of ME, synchronized the competition.


Prof. Dr. S. Basack (Principal, ECE), Prof. Dr. B.G Gupta and Dr. K. Hazra chaired
the position of judge for the competition.

The most suitable candidate will be short listed with the help judge for the
competition.

The program was glorified with joyful participation of total 27 numbers of students.
Splendid performance demonstrated by the students, who are waiting for this program.

The topic of the video film making competition was decided by Dr. Krishna Hazra
(Chairman of MAR) and Dr. Sudip Basack (Principal, ECE). A specific email id was given
for the collection of all video films by the students.
Winner:
Puja Chakraborty, 3rd Year Civil Engineering.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BroeOaVnRPtCBY1J1uxsnssz0K8GMIpC/view?usp=dri
ve_web

Runner-up:
Rabijit Dey, 3rd Year Electrical Engineering.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ddCOn04lukERLRNsAbJ38hozxpaOgWvv/view?usp=dr
ivesdk
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Some Photographs of the Event:
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Certificates of Online Video Competition:
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Few Words from the MAR Committee Chairperson

All members of the MAR Committee worked throughout the year with full dedication. All
efforts were given to beautify the gardens and enhance their aesthetic appeal by the students
as part of the MAR activities under the guidance of the MAR Committee. In addition, the
committee also focused on maintaining and improving the standard of various MAR
elements.
Dr. Krishna Hazra
Professor and HOD,
Mechanical Engineering Department, ECE
And Chairperson, MAR Committee

MAR Committee Members:
1. Dr. Krishna Hazra, Chairperson
2. Mr. Sourav Das, Convenor
3. Mrs. Alpana Saha Chowdhury
4. Mrs. Dipasri Saha
5. Mr. Souradeep Sarkar
6. Mr. Pallab Sarkar
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